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Executive Summary

Some 630,000 Afghans are currently estimated to be 
internally displaced by ongoing armed conflict and Af-
ghanistan still struggles with the reintegration of over 5.7 
million former refugees. 30 per cent of Afghans now live 
in towns and cities, the majority in informal settlements 
located in or around the major cities of Kabul, Herat, 
Mazar-e-Sharif, Jalalabad and Kandahar. Rapid urban 
growth has been fuelled by the repatriation of refugees, 
the arrival of IDPs fleeing conflict and disasters as well 
as economic migration from rural areas. As Afghanistan 
faces an unpredictable future, achieving durable solutions 
for the country’s internally displaced and refugee-return-
ee populations remains inextricably linked to delivering 
housing, land and property (HLP) rights.

This report reviews cases of actual and threatened evic-
tions of IDPs and refugee returnees from informal set-
tlements in and around all the major Afghan cities where 
the Norwegian Refugee Council has an established field 
presence. Its main message is the urgent need to en-
sure legal security of tenure for urban IDPs and refugee 
returnees, based on a better understanding of Afghani-
stan’s complex urban dynamics. Poverty, informality and 
marginalisation are a reality for the majority of urban 
dwellers in Afghanistan and much of the wider urban poor 
also lack access to adequate housing and secure tenure.

Protection gaps before, during and after 
evictions 

Forced evictions or threats of evictions affected 9,600 
families in the cases documented. Both recently-arrived 
and longer-term residents are at risk. Lacking afforda-
ble housing options, vulnerable internally displaced and 
returnee families across Afghanistan occupy private and 
public land without permission. This exposes them to 
sub-standard living conditions and the constant risk of 
forced eviction as private landowners and government 
authorities seek to remove those living without authori-
sation in order to build public housing, roads, government 
offices, parks or private housing. 

The report highlights the numerous protection gaps en-
countered before, during and after eviction and makes rec-
ommendations to help prevent forced evictions and ensure 
security of tenure. Major gaps in required practice include:

 absence of clear legal standards on eviction under 
existing national law

 disregard for rights to consultation and participation of 
IDPs and returnees facing evictions

 inadequate and widely varying notice periods and pro-
cedures

 lack of legal remedies and compensation
 above all, failure to put in place workable relocation 
options to prevent homelessness and increased vul-
nerability after eviction.

Policy shortcomings

The arrival of large numbers of IDPs and refugee return-
ees in Afghanistan’s cities presents the government and 
the international community with both a protection and 
an urban development challenge. Informal settlements in 
Afghanistan can make up entire neighbourhoods. Some 
are now several decades old. Informal settlements are 
frequently characterised by insecure tenure, poor sanita-
tion, lack of safe drinking water, high vulnerability to disas-
ters and lack of investment in services and infrastructure. 

The pace of urbanisation calls for new systems of land 
governance, particularly the regulation of informal set-
tlements. However, the authorities have been reluctant 
to acknowledge informal settlements. The situation is 
compounded for the displaced whose right to choose 
their place of settlement has not been recognised. IDPs 
rarely wish to leave towns and cities where they are living, 
yet policy-makers fail to acknowledge the mobility of the 
Afghan population and continue to link long-term solu-
tions to returning ‘home.’ The primary relocation option 
presented to IDPs and returnees who face eviction from 
public or private land is via the Land Allocation Scheme 
(LAS). However researchers found very limited evidence 
of successful sustainable relocation to LAS sites.

In addition, key government agencies as well as municipal 
authorities have viewed solutions for the urban displaced 
as the responsibility of the Ministry of Refugees and 
Repatriation. Responses to the needs of the urban dis-
placed have therefore not been well coordinated across 
government. Implementation of HLP rights also requires 
a comprehensive response from the government’s inter-
national humanitarian and development partners. 
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Welcome, but insufficient, progress

Where public or private land and property is occupied 
without permission, forced evictions are not inevitable. 
Afghanistan’s 2004 Constitution guarantees a number of 
HLP rights relevant to the prohibition on forced evictions. 
In 2012, the Afghanistan Protection Cluster’s Housing 
Land and Property Task Force drafted Guidelines for 
Mitigating Harm and Suffering in Situations of Forced 
Evictions. A landmark National Policy on Internal Dis-
placement (IDP Policy), adopted by the Afghan Cabinet 
in November 2013, has since incorporated the Guidelines. 
The IDP policy:
 recognises the right of IDPs and refugee returnees to 
adequate housing in urban areas

 contains precise provisions related to forced evictions 
and security of tenure

 recognises the growth of informal settlements
 recognises IDPs’ right under the Afghan Constitution 
to settle in any part of the country

 acknowledges the responsibility of national, provincial, 
district and municipal authorities to ensure IDPs and 
refugee-returnees in informal settlements and other 
areas are not subject to, or threatened with, forced 
evictions. 

The government’s draft Policy on Upgrading of Informal 
Settlements also provides for protection from forced evic-
tion. However, adoption of the policy was pending at the 
end of January 2014. Despite many good initiatives by 
individual agencies, there is still a need for strengthened 
coordination between development and humanitarian 
agencies to bridge gaps in international response for 
IDPs and refugee returnees.

Based on the findings, the Government of Afghanistan, 
with support of the international community, should:
 take immediate steps to implement the IDP Policy
 introduce comprehensive, effective and coherent laws, 
policies and plans to prevent and sanction forced evic-
tions of urban IDPs, refugee returnees and the broader 
urban poor

 institutionalise genuine consultation and participation 
of affected communities, together with humanitarian 
and development agencies assisting them 

 introduce measures to provide legal security of tenure 
to vulnerable urban IDPs, returnees and others with no 
legal access to land and housing

 swiftly adopt the Policy on Upgrading of Informal Set-
tlements and take immediate measures towards imple-
mentation

International humanitarian and development partners 
and donors should:
 adequately and sustainably fund and otherwise support 
implementation of the IDP Policy

 ensure adequate focus on durable solutions for the dis-
placed in the UN Development Assistance Framework 
2015-2019 (UNDAF)

 implement the UN Secretary’s General’s Framework 
on Ending Displacement in the Aftermath of Conflict

 encourage joint participation of international develop-
ment and humanitarian actors in coordination mecha-
nisms addressing internal displacement

 improve capacity of protection actors for preventative 
monitoring and reporting of evictions and relocations 
across the country

 ensure consistent funding for capacity building and 
awareness-raising activities on forced evictions. 
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Context

Afghans face a critical period of political and security 
transition. Presidential elections are scheduled for April 
2014 and the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) 
have taken over lead responsibility for security from the 
NATO-led International Security Assistance Force (ISAF).  
According to the Office of the United Nations High Com-
missioner for Refugees (UNHCR), 630,000 Afghans are 
currently estimated to be internally displaced by the on-
going armed conflict.1 Afghanistan continues to struggle 
with the reintegration of over 5.7 million former refugees 
who have repatriated from Iran and Pakistan since 2002. 

As the country faces an unpredictable future, achieving 
durable solutions for Afghanistan’s internally displaced 
and refugee-returnee populations remains inextricably 
linked to delivering housing, land and property (HLP) 
rights. Past destruction of homes, state facilities and 
infrastructure, rural landlessness and the illegal occu-
pation of land and property still pose major obstacles.2 
Today, rapid urbanisation, the resulting dramatic rise in 
urban land prices and expansion of informal settlements 
present further challenges in accessing adequate hous-
ing and basic services.3 An observation on Afghanistan 
made a decade ago by the former UN Special Rapporteur 
on the Right to Adequate Housing remains pertinent: 
finding a “balance between development priorities and 
the housing, land and property rights” is necessary to 
guard against forced eviction.4

Up to 30 per cent of Afghans now live in towns and cities 
and urban population growth is well above averages else-
where in Asia. Kabul’s population alone has doubled from 
two million in 2001 to 4.5 million in 2010 and is projected 
to reach an estimated six million by 2020. 5   Urban growth 
has been fuelled by repatriation of refugees, the arrival of 
IDPs fleeing conflict and disasters and economic migra-
tion from rural areas. UNHCR reports that an estimated 
15 per cent of refugee-returnees are reported to later 
become migrants.6 Of those who migrate internally, the 
great majority move from rural to urban areas.  Some 40 
per cent of IDPs are estimated to live in urban areas.7 
Urban IDPs are even less likely than those in rural areas 
to wish to return to their place of origin.8  

As in many countries, urban IDPs often live alongside 
the wider urban poor and experience similar challenges.9  
Indeed, three quarters of Afghans affected by conflict 
have faced some form of displacement and in cities such 
as Kabul most of the urban poor have been IDPs or ref-
ugees at some point in their lives.10  Poverty, informality 
and marginalisation are a reality for the majority of urban 
dwellers in Afghanistan and much of the wider urban poor 
lack access to adequate housing and secure tenure. 11 

Roughly 60-70 per cent of urban areas in Afghanistan 
have developed informally.12 The majority of informal 
settlements are located in or around the major cities 

This housing in Nasaji Bagrami was reportedly damaged after heavy rains (IDMC/Caroline Howard, March 2013).
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of Kabul, Herat, Mazar-e-Sharif, Jalalabad and Kanda-
har. Informal settlements are frequently characterised 
by weak security of tenure, poor sanitation, lack of ac-
cess to drinking water, high vulnerability to disasters 
and lack of investment in services and infrastructure.13 
They include diverse categories of tenure with varying 
degrees of formal recognition.14 In Kabul, where 70 per 
cent of the population lives in informal settlements,15 
many residents have customary deeds. Roughly 33,000 
people also occupy over 50 informal sites with no form of 
authorisation from the land-owner (the so-called Kabul 
Informal Settlements or KIS). 

Informal areas can make up entire neighbourhoods or 
be dispersed throughout richer areas. They are found on 
government, municipal and private land. Although some 
are now several decades old, and house a protracted 
IDP caseload, many others have been established more 
recently. Afghans who legally acquire land may choose 
not to undertake procedures to formalise ownership. 
Realisation of internationally-acknowledged housing land 
and property (HLP) rights in Afghanistan is greatly com-
plicated by the reality that most people do not have the 
land documentation required under current national law 
to prove ownership.16

In 2012, the Afghanistan Protection Cluster’s Housing 
Land and Property Task Force (HLP TF)17 drafted and 
disseminated Guidelines for Mitigating Harm and Suffering 
in Situations of Forced Evictions.18 They are intended 
to “orient and influence” national authorities on how to 
develop a “coherent eviction and relocation policy” that 
prevents the forced eviction of IDPs, refugee-returnees 
and other conflict-affected civilians who occupy land in 
urban areas without the owner’s permission. Based on 
international human rights standards, the Guidelines are 
also generally applicable to urban residents. 

A landmark National Policy on Internal Displacement (IDP 
Policy), adopted by the Afghan Cabinet on 28 November 
2013, has since incorporated the Guidelines.19 Significant-
ly, the IDP Policy recognises the right of IDPs and refugee 
returnees to adequate housing in urban areas and also 
contains precise provisions related to forced evictions 
and security of tenure. Among other provisions of the 
policy, relevant authorities are required to: 
 review existing legislation to ensure effective legal pro-
tection against forced evictions, prior to, during and 
after an eviction, with special focus on the vulnerable

 introduce adequate temporary or permanent land and 
housing schemes to ensure IDPs’ security of tenure, 
including by renting, leasing or usufruct arrangement

 legalise informal settlements and improve land titling to 
ensure IDPs’ security of tenure, thus enabling shelter 
improvements and helping achieve durable solutions.20
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Based on a review of cases of actual or threatened evic-
tions documented by the Norwegian Refugee Council 
(NRC) and its Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre 
(IDMC), this report aims to highlight the numerous pro-
tection gaps encountered by urban IDPs and refugee-re-
turnees before, during and after eviction. It also explores 
some of the obstacles to improving security of tenure in 
urban areas. There are concrete recommendations on how 
government and international humanitarian and develop-
ment actors might help to prevent future forced evictions.  

The report presents evidence from 16 informal settle-
ments in and around all the major Afghan cities where 
NRC has an established field presence: Kabul (six cas-
es), Herat (three cases), Nangahar (four cases) and one 
each in Mazar-e-Sharif, the town of Maimana in Faryab 
province and from Farah in south-west Afghanistan. The 
first was recorded in November 2010 and the last in June 
2013. Each involved multiple affected families, as illus-
trated below:

Objectives and methods

No Informal 
settlement

Urban 
centre

Threat of 
eviction / 
forced eviction

Affected 
families

IDP / refugee 
returnee/ urban 
poor

Type of land

1 Yakatoot Kabul Forced eviction 26 IDPs Private

2 Tapa-e-Nasaji 
Bagrami

Kabul Threat 90 IDPs/wider urban 
poor

Public (Ministry of Finance - MoF)  
(contested by private actor)

3 Nassaji Bagrami Kabul Threat 270 IDPs/refugee 
returnees

Public (MoF) (contested by private 
actor) 

4 Tapa-e-Qasaba Kabul Threat 300 IDPs/urban poor Private

5 Charahi Qambar Kabul Threat 900 IDPs/refugee  
returnees

Public (Ministry of Defence - MoD)

6 Chaman-e-Usrui Kabul Threat 200 IDPs/refugee 
returnees/urban 
poor

Public (National Olympic 
Committee)

7 Ferdawsi 
Intersection*

Mazar-e-
Sharif

Forced eviction 27 Protracted IDPs Communal (contested by 
municipality) 

8 Tatar Khana* Maimana Threat 13 Protracted IDPs Communal 

9 Maslach Herat Threat 3,000 Protracted IDPs Public 

10 Shaidayee Herat Threat 1,800 Protracted IDPs Public (municipal)

11 Minaret Herat Threat 190 Protracted IDPs/ 
refugee returnees

Contested between MoD and 
private actor 

12 Mekaniza Farah Forced eviction 214 IDPs/ refugee 
returnees

Public (Ministry of Agriculture, 
Irrigation and Livestock - MAIL)

13 Farmiada* Jalalabad Forced eviction 190 Refugee returnees Public (MAIL)

14 Abdul Haq Park Jalalabad Threat 46 Refugee returnees Public (municipal)

15 Siasang Village Jalalabad Forced eviction 
and threat

700 (100 
evicted)

Refugee returnee Public

16 Hisarshahi/
Kabul camp

Jalalabad Threat 1,600 Protracted IDPs Public (municipal)

* For a summary of these cases, please see annex.
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Approximately 9,600 families (57,400 individuals) are es-
timated to be affected by threats of eviction, including 
557 families actually subject to forced evictions. As NRC 
provides humanitarian assistance to refugees, internally 
displaced persons (IDPs) and returnees,21 research fo-
cused on settlements where IDPs and refugee-returnees 
were affected. Some of these sites also housed other 
urban poor, including those from nomadic communities 
and migrants from rural areas. 

In Kabul, residents facing eviction in the sampled com-
munities had lived at the settlement in question for an 
average of four years, while in other parts of the country 
those facing eviction have occupied land for an average 
of 11 years.  

Nine cases involved public land reportedly owned by a 
government authority and two cases involved private land. 
In two cases, several families with customary title also 
faced eviction. Ownership could not be determined in 
three cases as the land occupied by IDPs and returnees 
was disputed by private and government actors.

Information was primarily gathered by NRC during com-
munity visits and interviews with community represent-
atives and staff of international non-governmental or-
ganisations (INGOs), UN humanitarian and development 
agencies and the Afghan Independent Human Rights 
Commission (AIHRC).22 Municipalities, provincial offices 
of the Department of Refugees and Repatriation (DoRR) 
and governors’ offices were consulted wherever possible. 
A questionnaire was distributed to field staff. 

IDMC also conducted missions to Kabul in March and 
October 2013 which involved interviews with members of 
the HLP TF, other land and housing specialists, IDPs and 
refugee-returnees in two informal settlements in Kabul 
where families had occupied land without the land-own-
er’s permission. We also interviewed the Deputy Minister 
of Urban Development Affairs (MUDA) and the General 
Director of the General Directorate of Municipal Affairs 
of the Internal Directorate of Local Governance (GDMA/
IDLG) and reviewed key national legislation, policies and 
selected secondary literature. 

Urban centres where 
cases were documented
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Kabul

KABUL
Forced evictions:         26
Threat of eviction: 1,760

JALALABAD
Forced evictions:       290
Threat of eviction: 2,246

HERAT
Threat of eviction: 4,990

FARAH
Forced evictions: 214

MAZAR-E-SHARIF
Forced evictions: 27

MANIAMA
Threat of eviction: 13

Families affected by forced evictions and threat of eviction
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Definitions

The term “forced evictions” is defined by the Committee 
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) as:

the permanent or temporary removal against their 
will of individuals, families and/or communities 
from the homes and/or land which they occupy, 
without the provision of, and access to, appropriate 
forms of legal or other protection.23

An “IDP” is defined in line with the UN Guiding Principles 
on Internal Displacement as:

persons or groups of persons who have been 
forced or obliged to flee or to leave their homes 
or places of habitual residence, in particular as a 
result of or in other to avoid the effects of armed 
conflict, situations of generalized violence, viola-
tions or human rights or natural and human-made 
disasters, and who have not crossed an interna-
tionally recognised border.24

A “returnee” is “every person who returns to Afghanistan 
after he or she was compelled to leave the country due 
to persecution or a situation of generalised violence, 
including returning asylum seekers and refugees.”25

This report adopts UN-HABITAT’s broad definition of “in-
formal settlement”, which includes:

(i) residential areas where a group of housing units 
has been constructed on land to which the occu-
pants have no legal claim, or which they occupy il-
legally; (ii) unplanned settlements and areas where 
housing is not in compliance with current planning 
and building regulations (unauthorised housing).26

Tenure is understood as “the set of relations with respect 
to housing and land established through statutory law or 
customary, informal or hybrid arrangements” and security 
of tenure as “tenure of land and/or housing which en-
sures a secure home and enables one to live in security, 
peace and dignity.”27 As the CESCR notes, “tenure takes 
a variety of forms including rental agreements, leases, 
owner occupation, emergency housing and informal set-
tlements.”28 

The scope of the study

This report reviews the protection challenges faced by 
urban IDPs and returnees during evictions in Afghanistan 
and make recommendations to prevent forced evictions 
in urban areas. It is beyond its scope to comprehensively 
review the many complex land tenure issues and urban 
development challenges which influence tenure security 
and thus shape the practice of forced eviction. Neither 
can it assess the various initiatives launched by govern-
ment and non-government actors in the last ten years to 
address these challenges. 

Given the focus of cases documented on IDPs and return-
ees, this report does not attempt to draw conclusions as 
to whether IDPs are more exposed to forced eviction than 
the wider urban poor. In order to deepen understanding 
of displacement-specific vulnerabilities and needs and 
improve responses, improved IDP profiling is needed in 
urban areas across Afghanistan.

While this paper focuses on the plight of IDPs and re-
turnees in urban and semi-urban areas, forced evictions 
also occur in rural areas where they are driven by ongo-
ing armed conflict, land acquisition for large-scale rural 
development projects and conflict over land rights. An 
NRC/IDMC IDP protection study conducted in 2012 found 
evictions to be “marginally more present in urban and 
peri-urban areas than rural areas.” Further research is rec-
ommended to map similarities and differences between 
evictions that take place in rural and urban contexts.29
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International standards 

Consulting and involving people affected by evictions can 
help to identify alternative to evictions, avoid violence and 
increase the chances of any relocation succeeding. Inter-
national standards require authorities to provide residents 
with relevant information and ensure that they are able to 
participate during the different stages of an eviction.37  

Individuals, or their legal representatives, must be giv-
en the opportunity to challenge eviction decisions. If an 
eviction is unavoidable, fair compensation must also be 
provided for any losses of personal property, including 
rights in property, irrespective of whether formal title is 
held. Where land has been taken, those evicted should 
be compensated with land commensurate in quality, size 
and value, or better. 38

To the maximum extent possible with available resources 
Afghan authorities must ensure that all appropriate meas-
ures are taken to provide adequate alternative housing, 
resettlement or access to land “if those affected are 
unable to provide for themselves.”39 Like other states, 
Afghanistan is further obliged to adopt “appropriate 
strategies, policies and programmes” to ensure effective 
protection against forced evictions and their consequenc-
es.40 The international community has a clear role to play 
assisting the Afghan authorities to promote HLP rights.41 

Forced evictions are a serious violation of a range of 
internationally recognised human rights and an important 
barrier to achieving long-term solutions for IDPs and ref-
ugee-returnees. In many instances, they are also a cause 
or primary or secondary displacement.30  

Protection analysis in this report is grounded on Afghani-
stan’s obligations under international human rights law. In 
particular, as a party to the International Covenant on Eco-
nomic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), Afghanistan 
is legally bound to ensure that all persons enjoy at least 
basic elements of the right to adequate housing, including 
“a degree of security of tenure which guarantees legal 
protection against forced eviction.” 31 Furthermore, as a 
party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights (ICCPR), the country is obliged to respect the right 
to privacy against unlawful or arbitrary interference with 
personal and family life, including home32, irrespective 
of the legality of the residence. The Convention on the 
Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) 33  
and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)34 to 
which Afghanistan is a party also provide further formal 
protection against forced eviction. 

International law is clear that evictions should only take 
place in exceptional circumstances, such as to reclaim 
occupied public land, following non-payment of rent or 
in order to restore land rights of legitimate private land 
owners. In these circumstances, authorities must ensure 
that evictions are always carried out in accordance with 
both domestic legislation and relevant international hu-
man rights standards. Afghanistan is required to refrain 
from carrying out forced evictions and ensure that the law 
is enforced against third parties who carry them out.35

International human rights law requires: 
 consultation and participation of affected people and 
communities on alternatives to eviction and, if eviction 
is unavoidable, on relocation options

 adequate and reasonable notice of forthcoming eviction
 effective legal remedies and compensation for those 
affected by evictions orders, whether or not they hold 
legal title to their homes or have other forms of tenure

 legal use of force to always be necessary and propor-
tionate

 prohibition of actions resulting in homelessness and 
deteriorated housing and living conditions.36 
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Key protection concerns before, during and  
after evictions

IDPs and refugee returnees occupying government and 
privately owned land with no form of authorisation face 
eviction to make way for urban development and infra-
structure projects such as public housing, road-building, 
government offices, parks, and private housing develop-
ments.  Both recently-arrived and longer-term residents 
are at risk. Protection concerns are reported at every 
stage of eviction. This study identifies major gaps in re-
quired practice including:
 the absence of clear legal standards on eviction under 
existing national law

 disregard for rights to consultation and participation of 
IDPs and returnees facing evictions

 inadequate and widely varying notice periods and pro-
cedures

 lack of legal remedies and compensation

Arguably most serious is the failure to put in place work-
able relocation options to prevent homelessness and 
increased vulnerability after eviction. 

Lack of legal protection against forced evic-
tion

Afghanistan’s 2004 Constitution guarantees a number of 
rights to housing, land and property relevant to the prohi-
bition on forced evictions.42 Under article 40(4), “nobody’s 
property shall be confiscated without the provisions of law 
and the order of an authorized court.” Article 38 further 
provides that, “no one, including the state, shall have 
the right to enter a personal residence […] without the 
owner’s permission or by order of an authoritative court, 
except in situations and methods delineated by law.” 43 
Article 14 requires that “the state shall adopt necessary 
measures for provision of housing and distribution of 
public estates to deserving citizens in accordance with 
the provisions of law and within financial possibilities.”44 
However, none of the evictions planned or carried out 
in the studied communities had been authorised by a 
court order. 

IDPs in Laghman province (NRC/Christian Jepsen, November 2013).
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IDPs and returnees forced to occupy public lands for a 
lack of alternative lands.”50 

The draft Policy on Upgrading of Informal Settlements51 
provides for drafting of legislation to prevent unlawful or 
arbitrary evictions. However, adoption of the policy was 
pending as of January 2014.

As long as public confidence in the statutory justice 
system remains low any legislative amendments will be 
unlikely to directly benefit IDPs and returnees.  Moreover, 
new legislation does not protect against forced evictions 
in every case. For example, the broadly defined draft Law 
on Grabbing and Illegal Occupation of State-Owned and 
Private Property (Land-grabbing Law), which seeks to 
prevent and sanction the illegal grabbing of private and 
public land by powerful individuals, could be construed 
as permitting forced evictions and sanctioning the crim-
inal prosecution of vulnerable groups such as IDPs and 
returnees who occupy high-value state-owned land.52

Participation, consultation and the use of 
force

Evictions are organised with little if any genuine dialogue 
between the government and those occupying land. In 
roughly half of all cases, residents knew an eviction had 
been planned, but were not consulted or involved in any 
discussion on alternatives to evictions or relocation op-
tions. Too often, this leaves IDPs and returnees uncertain 
of the time-frame for their eviction and their future. Con-
sultations with IDPs and returnees only tend to take place 
after a private land-owner or state authority has decided 
to evict them. Discussions are generally limited and do 
not propose alternatives. Most often, those involved are 
a community representative from the settlement and 
an official from the local Department of Refugees and 
Repatriations (DoRR), although there is rarely one clear 
government interlocutor tasked to lead discussions. 

The primary relocation option presented to IDPs and 
returnees who face eviction by the authorities is to apply 
for land under the government’s Land Allocation Scheme 
(LAS). Created in 2005 under Presidential Decree number 
104, LAS aims to facilitate the reintegration and return of 
landless IDPs and refugee returnees through the distri-
bution of intact and uncultivated public land in provinces 
of origin.53 However, most IDPs do not wish to return to 
their place of origin and prefer to remain where they are, 
or stay close by, citing livelihoods opportunities, access 
to services and security as reasons.54 This view is rarely 
appreciated or accommodated by the authorities. 

LAS sites are also generally located far from livelihood 
opportunities, with no access to basic infrastructure and 

While there are a number of relevant Constitutional pro-
tections, Afghanistan’s national law is silent on eviction 
procedures for those occupying land without permis-
sion and  circumstances under which eviction of such 
residents is permitted. Shari’ah, as the base of Afghan 
national law45 and a reference point in case of silence 
of statutory law, seem to have not developed effective 
safeguards against arbitrary expropriations and forced 
evictions, though there are norms with arguably limited 
direct applicability.46 According to the Committee on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, legislation against 
forced eviction should: 

include measures which a) provide the greatest 
possible security of tenure to occupiers of houses 
and land; b) conform to the [ICESCR]; c) are de-
signed to strictly control the circumstances under 
which evictions may be carried out [and are also] 
adequate to prevent and if appropriate punish 
forced evictions carried out without appropriate 
safeguards by private persons or bodies.47

Amended in 2005 and 2010, the 2000 Land Expropria-
tion Law (LEL) regulates government expropriation of 
private property for public purposes, so is not applicable 
to families who do not own property or live on occupied 
public land. On paper, the LEL makes limited provision for 
compensation (in the form of cash or alternative land) and 
also for three-month’s notice for those evicted. However, 
the payment of compensation is not required if the land 
expropriated is not privately owned or deemed to belong 
to the state.48 In addition, there is no legal requirement 
for the government to relocate affected individuals to 
alternative sites and no right of appeal against an evic-
tion decision. Amendment of the LEL was ongoing as of 
January 2014. 

Afghanistan’s main land law, the 2008 Land Manage-
ment Law (LML), also fails to provide sufficient protection 
against forced eviction. Articles 21 and 22 of LML, in re-
lation to a limited number of others, provide only general 
rules pertaining to expropriation of private land owned 
by an individual. Afghanistan’s civil land administration, 
the Afghanistan Independent Land Authority (Arazi) has 
been amending the LML since 2011. Amendments submit-
ted to the Ministry of Justice in late 2012 do not include 
any significant additional protection, save for a couple 
of post-facto protection clauses. For example, the newly 
proposed Article 42(1)(i) prioritises land distribution for 
landless people whose “under cultivation and work land 
has been possessed and expropriated by the state for the 
sake of public interests.” The draft Article 107 introduces 
an option of “re-housing” for affected land-owners. No 
option of compensation is available.49 In addition, the 
draft law has “weak or no positive measures to address 
tenure insecurities endured by women, sharecroppers, 
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such as notice prior to eviction, legal remedies or provi-
sion of compensation. 

Eviction rarely takes place without residents receiving 
any form of notification at all. However, the notice given 
is always inadequate, with no jurisdictional or procedur-
al clarity on the authority tasked with issuing eviction 
notices. No written eviction notice is normally provided. 
Typically, a representative from the private landowner or 
relevant government authority will visit a settlement and 
inform a community representative the residents must 
leave. They provide no clear time-frame, explanation of 
the eviction decision or information on alternative housing 
or other assistance. Visits may continue sporadically over 
a number of years with little further detail being provided, 
leaving communities highly uncertain as to their future.    

With insufficient information and no viable and affordable 
alternative housing options available, IDPs and returnees 
are often unwilling or unable to leave their homes. In 
one case reported in Farah, authorities had informed 
residents of their intention to evict them on several oc-
casions over the previous two years, but families had still 
not left their homes. Authorities and police then finally 
evicted the families with less than 48 hours warning in 
freezing cold weather in November 2012. The state pro-
vides no compensation for loss of property or physical 
injuries caused by eviction, although private landowners 
do reportedly make ad hoc financial arrangements with 
affected communities in some instances. 

In August 2012, in the Tatar Khana area of Maimana town, 
a number of protracted IDPs with customary deeds to 
their homes approached the Faryab governor after mu-
nicipal authorities attempted to evict them for a second 
time. Suspecting that the road construction plans which 
threatened their homes had been altered due to improp-
er influence exerted by a local power-broker, the IDPs 
complained and the provincial governor established an 
investigatory panel. It found in favour of the IDPs and the 
eviction was suspended. However, a final decision was 
pending with MUDA in Kabul at the end of 2013.57 

Relocation options and access to adequate 
housing following eviction

International standards require the Afghan government 
to do all it can to ensure vulnerable IDP and returnee 
families are not made homeless or forced to live in worse 
housing conditions as a result of eviction. Nonetheless, 
very few of those at risk of eviction are presented with 
real alternative housing options.

Relocation to a LAS site was proposed in nine of the 16 
cases reported, and is the authorities’ preferred solution 

services. Additionally, the eligibility criteria exclude IDPs 
and returnees who lack documents while relatively high 
land fees and procedural deficiencies associated with 
LAS pose a significant barrier for the most vulnerable.55

Given the lack of genuine consultation, some IDPs and 
returnees petition their Provincial Council or provincial 
governor to halt their evictions. Others try and use ethnic 
ties or other connections. In two cases, IDPs also sought 
advice from NRC.  

During evictions, provincial or municipal authorities may 
call for assistance from NGOs or the UN, although rarely 
with a view to finding an alternative to the eviction itself. 
Through mechanisms such as the Afghanistan Protection 
Cluster (APC) and its national and regional Housing Land 
and Property task-forces – which have been established 
to coordinate humanitarian protection responses, includ-
ing on land and property issues – humanitarian agencies 
and human rights organisations are sometimes able to 
positively influence the planning and execution of evic-
tions. They have called on authorities not to carry out 
evictions during winter, refrain from excessive force, put 
in place adequate relocation plans and generally adhere 
to all other provisions within the Forced Evictions Guide-
lines. Humanitarian agencies may also step in to provide 
emergency food or shelter after evictions and to advocate 
with the MoRR or other authorities to find appropriate 
relocation options. This largely hinges on whether an 
agency has field access and sufficient capacity. 

Along with the private or government land owner involved, 
the Afghan National Police (ANP) is normally present 
at the time of eviction. Violence and arrests are rarely 
reported, but do occur. In May 2012 at Farmiada set-
tlement, south of Jalalabad, a child was fatally injured 
and nine returnees arrested when protests started as 
ANP and MAIL officials started to demolish homes with 
bulldozers, after having given two day’s notice.56 In the 
Yakatoot settlement in Kabul in August 2012, the ANP 
reportedly arrested seven IDPs at the request of a private 
land-owner who had accused them of “land-grabbing” 
after they occupied his land without permission. Police 
allegedly imprisoned the IDPs for some six months until 
all inhabitants at the site agreed to leave. The landowner 
subsequently paid the affected families compensation. 

Notice, compensation and legal remedies

Irrespective of whether or not they hold legally valid own-
ership documentation, all vulnerable groups have a right 
to basic procedural protections against forced evictions. 
However, as noted above, where public or private land 
has been occupied without permission current Afghan 
legislation offers no guidance on key procedural issues 
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for IDPs and returnees. Some families at risk of eviction 
are willing to apply for land under the scheme despite 
having to pay. Eligibility criteria established for the LAS 
are problematic. Following eviction of over 190 refugee 
returnee families from the Farmiada informal settlement 
in Behsud district of Nangahar province in May 2012, the 
local DoRR office did not consider those originating from 
neighbouring Kunar province as eligible to apply for LAS 
plots in Nangahar. Returnees from Kunar were advised 
instead to return to Kunar and apply there, even though 
they did not wish to do so due to ongoing armed conflict. 
There is no coherent government position on the eligibility 
of IDPs under the scheme. In Mazar e-Sharif and Farah, 
IDPs originating from other provinces who are at risk of 
eviction have been considered eligible to apply for LAS 
land. In Kabul province however, this is not the case. 

IDPs and returnees often view LAS sites as being less 
suitable than the informal settlements where they have 
chosen to reside. Across the country, those who are 
encouraged to relocate to LAS land express numerous 
reservations. These include the cost of applying, the dis-
tance of LAS sites from urban centres currently providing 
livelihood opportunities, inadequate living conditions at 
the sites proposed and lack of access to drinking water, 
housing and basic services. 

NRC documented no case in which there had been suc-
cessful relocation to a LAS site. In Farah and Jalalabad, 
IDP and returnee families who reported having applied 
and paid for LAS plots had waited for many months to 
be allocated land, but not received it. As a result, they 
either re-occupied public  land, or continued living where 
they had been when evicted but in even more precarious 
types of shelter. For example, 46 returnee families facing 
eviction from the Abdul Haq informal site outside Jalala-
bad city, where a new park is planned, reported that they 
applied for LAS land in November 2011 but in August 2013 
were still on a waiting list. Eviction was imminent but no 
other alternative had been suggested.

When relocation of informal settlers is proposed there 
is little or no effective coordination between key gov-
ernment and municipal authorities. Municipal and other 
government land holders as well as representatives of 
MUDA typically view the provision of housing solutions 
for IDPs and returnees as the exclusive responsibility of 
MoRR. At the Mechaniza informal settlement in Farah city 
the provincial office of DoRR had been unable to com-
plete allocation of LAS plots to over 200 IDP and returnee 
families facing eviction from land held by MAIL, despite 
requests by the provincial governor for several years to 
do so. Although relocation had not been a success the 
provincial governor declined to further delay their eviction 
and the families’ homes were demolished during cold win-
ter weather in November 2012. According to community 

representatives, the families had been unwilling to leave 
Mechaniza as the LAS site proposed was unaffordable, 
incomplete and located too far from current livelihoods. 

Land-owners occasionally seek other ad hoc solutions for 
those they wish to evict. However, these generally fail to 
materialise and do not provide security of tenure or pro-
tection against further eviction. At the Charahi Qambar 
settlement in Kabul a private company renting land from 
the MoD offered 14 IDP families cash compensation if 
they would move to make way for a petrol station. The 
families accepted and in April 2013 moved to another 
part of the same site. The government has proposed 
no option to address the long term needs of the 900 
families living on the site except relocation to a LAS site 
for those eligible. IDPs say that they are not willing to 
return to their provinces in southern Afghanistan due to 
the ongoing conflict.

With no relocation policy in place and no effective co-
ordination between the key government and municipal 
actors, forced evictions result in homelessness and 
heightened vulnerability for IDPs and returnees. Follow-
ing the Yakatoot eviction, for example, some residents 
moved to tents in a desert area on the outskirts of Kabul, 
some to other districts villages and others to informal 
settlements inside the city. Emergency food and shelter 
is rarely made available for those evicted, although in 
some cases the government does request humanitari-
an agencies to provide emergency assistance. Evicted 
communities may eventually find more permanent shelter 
for themselves. However, lack of secure tenure remains 
a constant challenge and the risk of further eviction and 
secondary displacement is ever present. 
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Conclusion

Where public or private land and property is occupied 
without permission, forced evictions are not inevitable.58 
Over the last decade, a number of initiatives by gov-
ernment and non-government actors have directly or 
indirectly sought to strengthen security of tenure and 
increase access to adequate housing for urban dwell-
ers.59 These include programmes to upgrade and legalise 
informal settlements, land titling initiatives, legislative and 
policy reforms and programmes to reform and develop 
the capacity of land management institutions such as 
Arazi. Although procedures to legalise land ownership 
have been simplified, land titling remains expensive and 
inaccessible to all but a few. 

Although there have been limited positive changes, the 
state has insufficiently addressed issues around urban 
security of tenure. Appropriate legislation and land and 
housing policies are required to guarantee tenure security 
and urban development plans must take into account the 
needs and rights of the poorest and most vulnerable. 
Widespread land-grabbing for private gain by strongmen, 

The arrival of large numbers of IDPs and refugee re-
turnees in Afghanistan’s cities presents the government 
and the international community with both a protection 
and an urban development challenge. Lacking afforda-
ble housing options, vulnerable internally displaced and 
returnee families occupy private and public land without 
permission across Afghanistan which exposes them to 
precarious living conditions and a constant risk of forced 
eviction. 

Domestic law fails to establish the clear legal standards 
on eviction or the procedural protections required by the 
Afghan Constitution and the state’s international human 
rights obligations. Evictions are planned and carried out 
with no genuine consultation, inadequate notice, no due 
process and without compensation. In the vast majority of 
cases, evicted IDP and returnee families have no prospect 
of being relocated to adequate alternative housing by ei-
ther the government or private land-owners. No relocation 
policy is in place. This results in a series of protection risks 
and prevents them from achieving long-term solutions.

Internally displaced children in Kabul (NRC/Christian Jepsen, November 2013).
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government officials and other powerful individuals re-
mains a crucial barrier to provision of adequate housing 
in rural and urban areas. Legislation and effective en-
forcement is much needed to counter impunity. Howev-
er, the draft Law on Grabbing and Illegal Occupation of 
State-Owned and Private Property could be construed as 
permitting forced evictions and sanctioning the criminal 
prosecution of vulnerable groups such as IDPs and re-
turnees who occupy high-value public land.

The pace of urbanisation necessitates new systems of 
land governance, particularly the regulation of informal 
settlements. However, development of policies relating to 
legalisation of informal settlements has been “hesitant”.60 
Authorities have been reluctant to acknowledge informal 
settlements, insisting they are only temporary and must 
be demolished.61 Overlapping roles and responsibilities 
within government, insufficient resources and weak ur-
ban governance structures have further impeded efforts 
towards regulation.

The perception that upgrading and legalisation of informal 
settlements will encourage further rural-urban migration 
has presented a major challenge to the adequate settle-
ment of the urban poor. The situation is compounded for 
IDPs whose right to choose their place of settlement has 
not been recognised. IDPs’ rarely wish to leave towns and 
cities where they are living, yet Afghan authorities have 
clearly linked long-term solutions to their return “home”. 
The Afghan National Development Strategy62 (ANDS) for 
2008-2013 provided a basic framework for the protection 
of IDPs, but did not set out measures to achieve durable 
solutions other than return. 

Key government agencies such as MUDA, MRRD as well 
as municipal authorities have largely viewed solutions 
for the urban displaced as the responsibility of MoRR 
and responses to the urban displaced have not been 
coordinated. The LAS remains the principal relocation 
option available.

There are welcome signs, however, that official attitudes 
are shifting. Consensus is also emerging that informal 
settlements should be upgraded and legalised, rather 
than demolished. Afghanistan’s first National IDP Poli-
cy recognises the growth of informal settlements and 
acknowledges the responsibility of national, provincial, 
district and municipal authorities to ensure that IDPs 
and refugee-returnees in informal settlements and other 
areas are not subject to, or threatened with, forced evic-
tions. The government’s 2013 draft Policy on Upgrading 
of Informal Settlements is highly welcome.63 Sufficient 
resources and political will are likely to present key chal-
lenges to implementation however.

Implementation of HLP rights also necessitates a com-
prehensive response from humanitarian and development 
partners. Housing and land have long been recognised as 
“cross cutting issues of direct and indirect concern to all UN 
actors.” 64 Despite many good initiatives by individual agen-
cies, there is a need for strengthened coordination between 
development and humanitarian agencies to bridge gaps 
in international response. Community-based programmes 
involving both displaced and non-displaced urban popula-
tions are likely to lead to more effective long-term solutions 
for IDPs and refugee returnees.65 A better understanding 
of Afghanistan’s complex urban dynamics, as well as the 
specific needs of urban IDPs and returnees, is critical. 
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Recommendations

The Government of Afghanistan should, with 
international support:

 take immediate steps to implement the National IDP 
Policy, through timely development of national and pro-
vincial action plans on durable solutions and improved 
profiling of IDPs’ specific needs in relation to urban 
housing, land and property 

 introduce comprehensive, effective and coherent laws, 
policies and plans to prevent and sanction forced evic-
tions of urban IDPs, refugee returnees and the broader 
urban poor, as to, at minimum:

 clarify precise conditions and procedures under 
which evictions of settlers occupying public and 
private land in urban areas can be carried out and 
ensure the legality, necessity and proportionality 
of such evictions

 ensure jurisdictional and procedural clarity con-
cerning the government authority responsible for 
issuing eviction notices

 provide adequate and reasonable notice to those 
at risk of eviction in a standardised written format 

 prohibit the use of excessive force during evictions, 
including the destruction of housing as a form of 
pressure

 provide adequate government-assisted relocation/
rehousing options with available sufficient infra-
structure and public utilities

 provide compensation mechanisms meeting inter-
national standards, including methods to assess 
losses incurred as a result of evictions  taking into 
account the individual’s tenure status 

 introduce effective administrative and judicial 
appeal/review against flawed eviction decisions, 
implementation and  compensation determination 

 ensure effective prosecution of individuals and 
institutions of authority initiating and conducting 
unlawful evictions

 ensure new laws do not serve to undermine legal 
protection against forced eviction or sanction the 
prosecution of vulnerable groups such as IDPs and 
returnees who occupy public land. 

 institutionalise genuine consultation and participation 
of affected communities, together with humanitarian 
and development agencies assisting them, by:

 ensuring all affected individuals, including women 
and the elderly, are kept duly informed throughout 
all eviction phases

 ensuring, in particular, timeliness and proper com-
munication of formal evictions notices 

 suspending challenged eviction notices until the 
lawfulness of a decision has been administratively 
and/or judicially reviewed. 

 introduce measures to provide legal security of tenure 
to vulnerable urban IDPs, returnees and others with no 
legal access to land and housing, including by: 

 imposing a moratorium on all forced evictions until 
a proper legal framework is adopted.

 expanding informal settlement upgrading and le-
galisation programmes 

 revising Presidential Decree 104 to better address 
the beneficiaries’ needs, with focus on adequate 
site selection, reduction or exclusion of land fees 
and broader eligibility criteria inclusive of IDPs and 
refugee-returnees living outside their province of 
origin

 exploring other means of ensuring security of ten-
ure beyond private land ownership 

 taking practical steps to promote large-scale af-
fordable, low-cost or state-subsidised housing 

 improving and prioritising urban land management 
and administration

 taking into account the specific needs of the poor-
est, including IDPs and returnees in relevant urban 
land and housing policies

 ensuring effective coordination between key gov-
A displaced man puts up his tent  in a Emergency Response camp in Herat 
province of Afghanistan. Photo: NRC/Warzana Fahidy, June 2012.
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ernment and municipal authorities when relocation 
of informal settlers is proposed. 

 swiftly adopt the Policy on Upgrading of Informal Set-
tlements and take immediate measures towards imple-
mentation

The international community (humanitarian 
and development partners and donors) 
should:

 fund and otherwise support implementation of the IDP 
Policy, including IDP profiling activities on HLP required 
to deepen understanding of displacement-specific 
needs and improve responses

 ensure the UN Development Assistance Framework 
2015-2019 (UNDAF) adequately focuses on durable 
solutions for IDPs and refugee returnees, including 
realisation of the right to adequate housing in urban 
areas through community-based programmes

 implement the 2011 UN Secretary’s General’s Framework 
on Ending Displacement in the Aftermath of Conflict, with 
equal attention paid to both IDPs and refugee returnees

 encourage international development actors to effec-
tively support and participate alongside humanitarian 
actors in the National IDP Task Force, HLP Task Force 
and other relevant coordination mechanisms so as to 
ensure a comprehensive approach to displacement in 
urban areas

 improve capacity of protection actors for preventative 
monitoring and reporting of evictions and relocations 
across the country, with view to helping find alternatives 
to evictions

 ensure consistent funding for capacity building and 
awareness-raising activities on forced evictions and 
applicable (international) legal standards for all stake-
holders. 
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Annex: Case studies

would be received. In June 2013, a joint needs assessment 
was conducted at the site by humanitarian agencies in-
cluding NRC, UNHCR, IRC and Save the Children.  Shelter, 
potable water, education, health and employment were 
identifies as main problem areas faced by the families.  
As of August 2013, NRC built 158 one-room shelters for 
the most vulnerable families and DACAAR dug 2 wells 
(hand pump). Other NGOs are yet to conduct their activ-
ities in the area. 

The families have been in debt and still have to pay install-
ments for the land they purchased. It is unclear if the land 
seller is the actual owner as there are no land registries 
for the area. Thus, the families remain at risk of eviction. 

2. Ferdawsi Intersection case, Balkh province 

Twenty seven families of internally displaced persons 
from Kotak village of Balkh district, were living for 20 
years in Ferdawsi intersection, District 7, a formal part 
of Mazar city. They lived on disputed land – municipal 
authorities claimed to own it, while the families asserted 
their rights on the grounds of customary deeds, after pur-
chasing the land 15 years before from a local commander 
ruling the area. The IDPs are casual laborers with children 
attending school in Mazar. 

The families were evicted on 18 November 2011, based on 
a decision of municipal Construction Department and the 
Provincial Governor’s Office to construct a new road in 
line with the 2011 Mazar Master Plan. No court order was 
issued due to the alleged governmental/public ownership 
of the land.

Upon being requested to leave, the families petitioned 
the Provincial Council on a couple of occasions, with no 
specific feedback received. As the families did not hold 
a recognized legal title to the property (the commander 
they bought the land from could not have been legally 
considered the owner to transfer the land rights), there 
was no possibility of recourse to statutory legal remedy. 
After the initial request, the Municipality Department 
showed no further interest in the case until September 
2011 when they visited the families and again requested 
them to leave. Two weeks later, on 3 October 2011, the 
municipality gave the final 48-hour eviction notice. On the 
same day, the families once again petitioned a special 
“community dispute resolution” department within Pro-
vincial Council, which ruled that the families had to be 

1. Farmiada case, Nangarhar province 

One hundred and ninety refugee families (1,051 individu-
als) returned from Pakistan after their houses in Zakhil 
refugee camp were destroyed in the 2010 floods. More 
than half (113 families) are originally from Kunar where the 
ongoing conflict renders return impossible, while the rest 
are from Nangahar. They were squatting in Farmiada, a 
semi-urban area of Behsud district, Nangahar province, 
located around 3 km to the south of Jalalabad city. No 
other families were settled there. 

Immediately upon return from Pakistan in late August 
2010, the families were squatting in an olive farm for two 
weeks. Upon Police request to leave, they moved to the 
land owned by the MAIL (Valley Development Department 
– Canal Department) after being granted the temporary 
permission to stay there. 

The families were evicted on 17 May 2012, reportedly at 
the request of the Provincial Governor, after being given 
only 48-hours oral notice without any prior consultations. 
According to UNHCR, DoRR, AIHRC and the families, the 
Canal Department and the Afghan National Police (ANP) 
carried out the eviction using bulldozers and tractors. 
During house demolitions, ANP exerted unnecessary 
force and detained for 24 hours 9 individuals who resist-
ed the demolition (released after AIHRC intervened). A 
child died of injuries sustained in the demolition (when 
the surrounding wall collapsed) and families were left 
homeless and without any compensation. 

The HLP Task Force intervened and the DoRR agreed 
to temporarily relocate returnees to Chamtala Township 
(LAS) in Khogyani district. All returnee families from 
Nangahar were promised permanent plots in Chamtala. 
However, families from Kunar were told to return to their 
homes and referred to their provincial DoRR (based on a 
provision of the Decree 104). As the families were highly 
vulnerable, NRC and other NGOs provided emergency 
assistance. As of 2013, none of the families have received 
their plots (according to NRC 100,000 LAS applications 
have been pending in Nangahar). 

Unable to construct permanent shelters in Chamtala for 
many months, families originating from both Kunar and 
Nangarhar moved to Salozay, a rural area of Chaparahar 
district, outside Jalalabad. They purchased land from a 
person claiming to be the land owner who had promised 
to provide customary deeds for the land once full payment 
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evicted but within an extended eviction notice period of 15 
days. Nevertheless, on 5 October 2011, the municipal au-
thorities bulldozed the families’ homes without resorting 
to violence. No relocation site was offered and the IDPs 
rented houses or moved in with relatives in Mazar City 
and the vicinity (Ishani, Ammani sub-districts).

In December 2012, the families requested compensation 
from DoRR which referred them to NRC for legal aid. As 
the claimants had no formally recognized title deeds, the 
municipality was not legally obliged to provide alterna-
tive land or compensation. However, considering the IDP 
status of the families, the mayor agreed to provide them 
plots of public land in the new Do Raie Hairatan (LAS) 
township, conditional upon consent from MUDA and pay-
ment of a fee. The families have been concerned about 
the fact that the township is located far away (17 km) 
from Mazar, with no infrastructure and services available 
(no potable water, sanitation, schools, health clinics etc.) 
rendering the site an inadequate substitute for their lost 
land. At the same time, the full procedure for allocating/
receiving the land plots is expected to be lengthy, further 
prolonging their displacement. In March 2013, the approval 
of the municipal project in the township was granted and 
the mayor promised to start the land distribution as soon 
as the project is finished. So far, the municipal project has 
been ongoing and the plight of the families continues. 

3. Tatar Khana case, Faryab province 

Thirteen protracted IDP families (77 persons) have lived 
in the semi-urban Tatar Khana area of Maimana city in 
Faryab. The IDPs fled from their places of origin four 
years ago due to conflict. Five families are from Mouqani 
village of Pashtunkot district, five families from Qalai Naw 
city of Badgis province and three families from Qaisar dis-
trict. The IDPs have tried to find work as casual labourers 
but are mainly unemployed, while their children attend 
Maimana schools in the area. Families hold customary 
deeds to their land, having purchased the land from pri-
vate owners when it was still considered agricultural, 
rather than residential.

Following a decision of the municipality to construct a 
road in line with the Maimana City Master Plan, some 30 
families had already been evicted from the area in 2010. 
No notice was given or alternative housing offered. The 
families lost their land, education and livelihood oppor-
tunities and were forced into secondary displacement. In 
August 2012, the 13 families more were notified that their 
evictions were planned due to further road construction. 
Without prior consultation, a municipal representative in 
charge of land allocation verbally notified the families 
about the ongoing development project, and requested 
them to move out. 

The risk of eviction was the result of a controversial 
change in the initial MUDA Master Plan which had origi-
nally foreseen a different route for the road construction. 
The change was reportedly introduced under the influ-
ence of local powerbrokers who did not want their own 
property destroyed. As the IDPs have not held formal land 
title deeds, no court order was considered mandatory 
(although a court order should have been issued for the 
original private owner of the land). Again, no relocation 
or compensation plan has been proposed.

The community referred the case to the Provincial Gov-
ernor’s Office which established a panel to clarify the 
reasons for changes of the original plans. In March 2013, 
the panel concluded that the map was illegally revised 
and this reportedly led to temporary suspension of the 
construction. The case has been pending with MUDA and 
it remains unclear if the construction works will proceed 
and which route will be chosen. The families remain under 
the eviction risk.
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